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1 Introduction
Part of the efforts to make public transport in Germany more attractive is the development and
roll-out of a common standard for electronic ticketing. (((eTicket Germany is the brand of the so
called VDV-Core-Application, the technical and organizational standard of electronic fare management in Germany.1 The standard is supported by the Federal German Ministry of Transport,
Building and Urban Development and the VDV (Verband deutscher Verkehrsunternehmen), the
Association of German Transport Companies.
Using the eTicket Germany, a passenger will be able to purchase tickets from different public
transport organizations and associations using e.g. a smartcard or a mobile-app on a smartphone. The purpose is that customers can travel seamlessly along their own individual chain of
travel from their starting location to their final destination using only one media as a ticket. Additionally, passengers will no longer have to handle different ticket machines and to understand
the multitude of tickets and associated tariffs offered locally (which vary vastly between
transport associations). Beyond that, other so-called inter-/multimodal functions like renting a
bike or car-sharing and even services for tourists like paying entrance fees for museums can be
integrated.

1

For an overview of the initiative see http://www.eticket-deutschland.de/ and
http://mitglieder.vdv.de/wir_ueber_uns/vdv_projekte/vdv_kernapplikation_efm.html (in german).
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While it is generally accepted that eTicket Germany will provide a number of important benefits
to passengers and increase the use of public transport, it poses serious challenges to many
transport providers. About 90% of all German transport providers are rather small bus companies (often privately owned) with little IT know-how and no dedicated IT department. Additionally, their IT infrastructure is frequently rather outdated, while their budget for IT investments is
limited. But implementing eTicket Germany requires significant investment in acceptance infrastructure, user media, IT infrastructure and applications for back-office systems.
This is the general set-up for the research project called “Aprikose” (“Appliance zur Unterstützung von KMU bei der Erbringung komplexer Mobilitäts-Services”) funded by the German
federal ministry of Education and Research. Aprikose aims primarily at providing small and medium-sized companies a cost-effective and easy way of participating as one service supplier in
such an eTicket environment. Of course, every transport organization itself has to decide
whether to adopt the standard and when. But transport associations covering about two thirds of
the German population have already made a commitment to start introducing eTicket Germany
by 2015, so the pressure to join the initiative is present. Through Aprikose transport organizations shall get the opportunity to offer inter-/multimodal transportation services to their passengers in the future using the eTicket Germany.
Project participants of Aprikose are the University Stuttgart as methodological partner, the
highQ Computerloesungen GmbH (in short highQ, located in Freiburg and Stuttgart) as technical partner and several industrial partners from the public transportation sector like the Kreisverkehr Schwäbisch Hall (KVSH) and the Hamburger Verkehrsverbund (HVV). The University
Stuttgart i.e. the chair of information systems II from Prof. Herzwurm as academic partner contributes to the project with its experience and competence in Requirements and Service Engineering as well as IT product management. highQ is currently among the technology leaders in
the adoption of eTicket Germany. They are participating in a number of research projects investigating aspects of the technological infrastructure necessary for the nation-wide implementation
of eTicket Germany. KVSH and HVV both represent leading regions in the adoption of eTicket
Germany. Within the HVV it is possible to buy and use single tickets for direct occasional travelers in one subregion using the eTicket HVV. Within the KVSH travelers can check in at the start
of their journey and check out at the end with the background system determining the right fare
automatically. So both regions have done first steps in the “eTicket Germany world” and represent by this ideal partners in the sense of model regions for the project.
This paper describes the application of Quality Function Deployment (QFD)2 within the research
project Aprikose. The project is still in progress, so the paper contains first results and insights
gained during the QFD application so far. Section 2 comprises of the main surrounding conditions the QFD application has to cope with. Section 3 describes the QFD application and its
implications under the given circumstances. Finally section 4 summarizes the findings and gives
an outlook of the prospective course of action in Aprikose.

2

For more details on QFD see e.g. [Akao 1990] and [Ficalora and Cohen 2009]. For more details on
Software QFD see [Herzwurm et al. 2000] and on the application of QFD in the field of public transportation see [Helferich et al. 2011].
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2 Surrounding conditions of the QFD application
As pointed out in section 1 the research project Aprikose aims primarily at providing small and
medium-sized companies a cost-effective and easy way of participating as one service supplier
within a network of transport organization using the eTicket Germany. Through Aprikose
transport organizations and associations shall get the opportunity to offer combined transportation services covering multiple modes of transportation (so called intermodal transportation) to
their passengers.
This implicates the central determining factor for the project: the common technical and organizational standard for electronic ticketing in Germany, the VDV-Core-Application (VDV-CA). The
standard defines processes, data elements and interfaces between the roles of potential users
of the VDV-CA. Its specification comprises of about 1800 pages and is frequently changing (currently in the version 1.109).3 To deal with such a complex document in the daily routine is for
most of the public transport organizations nearly impossible. To be accepted in practice an “outof-the-box”-solution for the entry into the “eTicket Germany world” is mandatory, ideally easy to
install and maintain.
This in mind, the core project team consisting of highQ and the University Stuttgart came up
with a first solution idea in the sense of project scoping and setting the relevant system boundaries for the forthcoming QFD process: why not use a so called appliance? Many home users are
very familiar with appliances e.g. in the form of wireless routers or network attached storages
(NAS). These devices are easy to install and require almost no action from outside during normal operation. For more complex environments like larger companies their value is limited, but
in the standard environment of home internet users they work in most cases properly. An appliance often incorporates both hardware and software. It integrates and configures all the required functional components like firewalls, security mechanisms in the case of routers in a dedicated unit often purchased from a single vendor [Hitachi 2013].
The vision of Aprikose is that such an appliance shall serve somewhat as the gateway for
transport organizations to apply the VDV-CA standard. But there is not one way to join the VDVCA network. The standard defines a complex role model for the participating partners (see figure 1).

3

For an overview of the VDV-KA version 1.107 and the revisions in the past see the so called “main document” including the basic object model [VDV-KA 2010].
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Fig. 1: Ro
ole model of the VDV-Corre-Applicatio
on (on the ba
asis of [VDV--KA 2010, p. 21])
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s which the KVP
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e started the
e first QFD workshops
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with
w represen
ntatives from
m transport o
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which we
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ese potentia
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Fig. 2: Ba
asic application scenario
os of an appliance in a ne
etwork of mo
obility servic
ce providers
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same time, competition and cooperation. Essential is that there are somewhat complementary
products that can be combined with one another: buying one product e.g. a ticket to an end destination within the travel network of HVV raises the chance of the local bus transportation organization to sell an add-on ticket to the customer for traveling further.
The situation of co-opetition between the potential customers of Aprikose leads to a difficult setup for the team composition in the QFD workshops. QFD profits essentially from an open minded atmosphere where ideas can be stated without the fear that someone else of the participants
adapts the ideas to his own competitive advantage. This is even more important in the innovative field Aprikose takes place. But the public transportation industry in Germany is still stuck in
the traditional role allocation of competition rather than cooperation. So before and at the beginning of the workshops many efforts were needed to convince the industrial partners that cooperation among another would lead to a higher value creation if compared to the value created
without interaction with one another.

3 QFD process outline and its implications
As described in section 2 the main challenges of the QFD application in this setting are the innovative character of the application domain and the heterogeneous stakeholder interests. So
the first goal within the project was to reach a common understanding of the customer‘s problems and requirements. For that reason we conducted two QFD workshops with potential customers of the two model regions, Hamburg (HVV) and Schwäbisch Hall (KVSH). Consciously
we invited rather more potential customers than recommended for standard moderated workshops, but we wanted to get as much input as possible from the different customer perspectives.
The atmosphere of co-opetition within the workshop required methodical alignments in the elicitation and negotiation stage of the QFD application. In particular we addressed each customer’s
perspective by explicitly giving each participant the chance to reflect the evolving requirements
using the following questions within the Voice of Customer Analysis (VoCA) Workshop: Do you
understand the customer requirement? Is it necessary to add something to the requirement? Is
it necessary to break down the requirement into more detail? Are there similar requirements?
Which feature or ability could fulfill this requirement? Knowing that the last question is about
seeking for concrete solutions, we asked it anyway to get especially the arguments from the
technical experts on the customer side in the innovative field of the VDV-CA. Some impressions
from the workshops are given in figure 3.
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Fig. 3: Ex
xamples of visual docum
mentation in the
t QFD wor kshops

One implication of involving rather (too) man
ny customerss in the workkshops was that for the most
only broa
ad and gene
eral requirem
ments were id
dentified. Th
his led to the
e effect that the requirem
ments
gave at the
t
first glan
nce only little direct guiidance for fiirst development action
ns. Especially the
participatting develop
pers had little
e to take home after the
e first worksh
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aused a feeliing of
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nty and frustration on th
heir side. On
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scoping (see section
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usage scena
arios of the appliance in the
VDV-CA environmen
ng of the project.
nt were as good
g
as we could
c
descriibe them at the beginnin
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es not tight enough to focus the discussions in the
workshop
ps on the central requirrements for an appliancce which off
ffers transpo
ortation orga
anizations the
e possibility to join a co
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mobility- and
d compleme
entary
services easily, cost--efficiently and securely..
ond main co
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g the two Vo
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hops was tha
at we
The seco
came up
p with more differences than similarrities in the elicited custtomer requirrements. Off altogether 71
1 customer requirement
r
ts only 7 requirements re
epresented exactly the ssame meaning in
both worrkshops. Of course, amo
ong these 7 requiremen
nts were with “high operational availability” and “communica
ation/interoperability with
h third partyy systems” ttwo of the top-requirem
ments.
But anyw
way, this wa
as a surprise
e to us. Obv
viously man
ny regional d
differences a
are present,, also
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see section 2) and the vvarious size
es of the invo
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resulting from the diffferent VDV-CA roles (s
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B even wit hin one com
mpany we id
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specially when looking at
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According to [Schock
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sess an insufficient consideratio
negatively, very negatively). To involve even the develo
opers in the prioritization process w
we requested them to ans
swer the sam
me question
ns in the wayy they imagine the custtomers would answer them. By this th
he develope
ers could refflect their pe
erception about the custtomer views. Figure 4 giv
ves an exam
mple of a prioritization sheet
s
of the customer re
equirementss (already aggregated forr the customers of one workshop).
w

Fig. 4: Ex
xample of a prioritization
p
sheet of cus
stomer requ irements
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All assessments were discussed with all participants within the workshops. As mentioned
above, many differences remained, especially comparing the results of the two model regions.
On the one hand we were satisfied to get a more comprehensive and differentiated picture of
the customer perspectives. But on the other hand this left us with the problem of aggregating
the results of the two workshops to ONE picture to give the developers more concrete guidance
for first development actions to produce a first prototype of the appliance.
To meet this challenge we used a requirements hierarchy in form of altogether 13 requirements
categories for the identified 71 requirements. And to be mathematically more precise we used a
pairwise comparison to prioritize the requirement categories by each customer like the one used
in the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP, see for the application within QFD e.g. [Vongpatanasin
and Mazur 2009] and in general [Saaty 2008]). We don’t claim to have got mathematically
sound results by combining this prioritization on ratio scales with the one on ordinale scales
used for each single requirement (for an explanation of the importance to get mathematically
sound results see for example [Jesso-White and Mazur 2010]). But this hands-on procedure
served our purpose of integrating the results of the two workshops.
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By analyzing the weights of the requirement categories the participants of BOTH workshops
gave and by combining them with the evaluation of each single requirement within the categories we came up with an extended ABC-classification of the requirements in overall 5 ranking
groups. The first two ranking groups with altogether 18 single requirements then served as the
input for the follow-up Voice of the Engineer Analysis Workshop to transfer the customer voice
into altogether 59 solution characteristics. We used two matrices (like Software-HoQs, see e.g.
[Herzwurm et al. 2000]) – one on the category level (see fig. 5) and one on the element level –
to assure consistency of the results. And by focusing in that way we coped with the above mentioned problem of the developers who felt left alone with too broad and general requirements.
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Fig. 5: Group – House of Quality for transferring requirements categories into solution categories
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The analysis came up with “Monitoring” as the by far most important solution category (in the
columns of figure 5). It primarily aims at ensuring a reliable operation of the appliance, functionally as well as technically. In the first increment of Aprikose, this is mainly realized by the possibility of monitoring transaction data (i.e. the information flow in the network) through an integrat4
ed open source solution (ICINGA ). The second most important solution category focuses on
the interfaces for communication between Aprikose and third-party-systems, especially in the
environment of the VDV-CA. This reflects the core functionality of the appliance: the exchange
and the conversion of data as well as the connection of different IT system landscapes. The four
following solution groups regarding display, updates, control and testing as well as installation
and configuration especially focuses on the smooth operation of the appliance requiring as less
intervention as possible. For this purpose, a real time overview of all current and past transactions as well as an outsourcing (and with that a backup, possibly in the cloud) of the system
configuration data to ease administration have been realized.

4 Summary and Outlook
The paper described the application of QFD within the research project “Aprikose” funded by the
German federal ministry of Education and Research. The project is still in progress, so the paper contains first results and insights gained during the QFD application so far. Aprikose aims
primarily at developing a hard-/software appliance which will provide the participating public
transport organizations with the opportunity to offer combined transportation services to their
passengers. The project background comprises of the (((eTicket Germany initiative heading for
a technical and organizational standard of electronic fare management in Germany, the so
called VDV-Core-Application (VDV-CA). With the eTicket Germany passengers shall travel
seamlessly by using just one media while travelling with different public transport organizations.
At the same time the entry threshold for passengers to use public transportation should be as
low as possible: easy boarding; possible end-to-end travelling from the starting location to the
final destination; no need for knowing the (possibly complex) pricing models; transparent and
secure clearance. And ideally beyond that, other inter-/multimodal services like car-sharing or
payment for touristic attractions can be combined with the media.
Main challenges of the application of QFD in this setting are the innovative character of the application domain and the heterogeneous stakeholder interests. These results from the competition between the transport organizations and the somewhat missing insight that cooperation
with each other would lead to a higher value creation and competitive advantage if compared to
the value created without interaction with one another. This so-called environment of coopetition required methodical alignments in elicitation, negotiation, and prioritization of requirements considering the different stakeholder viewpoints as well as user roles within the VDV-CA.
As a consequence of the insights gained during the QFD usage so far, the QFD application is
planned to take place in increments representing different product versions at different stages of
functional extension (see figure 6).

4

See https://www.icinga.org/
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Stage 1: Appliance for use in
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A
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m
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(electromo
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Stage 3: Appliance
A
for co
omplementaryy services with relation to the
e
mobility fiield (especiallyy tourism servicces)

Sttage 4: Appliance beyond the mobility co‐op
petition networrk and
supple
ementary servicces related to the
t appliance

Fig. 6: Inc
cremental de
evelopment of
o the applia
ance

We have
e already sta
arted with sta
age 2 expanding the foc us to the mu
ulti-/intermod
dal transporttation
services.. We discove
ered that – although
a
we
e have an evven more he
eterogeneou
us topic and team
composittion than in the first worrkshops only
y involving p
public transp
port organiza
ations – the QFD
applicatio
on is more focused.
f
Thiis is mainly caused by tthe fact thatt the system
m boundariess and
usage sc
cenarios of th
he appliance
e are more definite
d
afterr the first QF
FD round.
In this se
ense we app
ply the Contin
nuous QFD approach ([ Herzwurm e
et al. 2000] a
and [Herzwu
urm et
al. 2012]]), an increm
mental versio
on of QFD particularly
p
w
well suited to
o develop customer-orie
ented
software and service
es in dynamic and uncertain applica
ation domain
ns (so-called
d “fuzzy devvelopsks”). In a way,
w
the QFD
D process within
w
Apriko
ose is contin
nuously con
nsisting of similar
ment tas
QFD “loo
ops” (or Con
ntinuous QFD
D cycles) co
overing the ssame steps w
within each increment d
development.

Fig. 7: Th
he QFD loop – ongoing QFD
Q
steps within each inc
crement dev
velopment
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At least the first two of the increments will be completed by the end of the year 2013. Within
each QFD loop the focus will shift, from the public transportation sector via the multi-/intermodal
transportation and complementary services to even the perspective beyond the mobility coopetition network. We are convinced that there are more usage scenarios for appliances like
Aprikose even outside the mobility domain: Why not adopt the appliance technology and general functionality of being a data converter within heterogeneous system environments to other
co-opetition networks?
Based on a resolution of the german Bundestag the research project Aprikose is funded by the
German federal ministry of Education and Research.
For further information see www.aprikose.wi.uni-stuttgart.de.
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